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Though all the components of the body are either dia-, para,
superpara- or ferromagnetic, the magnetic fields required

which are likely to produce obvious effects on the body are very
large. Even red blood cells with micrograms each of the iron pro
tein haemoglobin are relatively unreactive to large fields or steep
field gradients. However, there is sufficient iron present for MRI to
be possible without adding iron-rich or other contrast enhancing
reagepts. Indeed many cell types contain magnetite or other iron
oxide nanoparticles-it is not clear whether these are generated
by some standard biochemical process or are adventitious parti
cles acquired from the environment.

The other natural iron-containing compounds in the body are
haemosiderin, ferritin, transferrin and the cytochromes. The
question of whether there are hazards or effects from magnetic
fields of the magnitudes normally encountered in the environ
ment even in the 'built' environment acting on these molecules is
unlikely though unresolved. But the electromagnetic fields pro
duced by mobile phones may perhaps be large enough to have
pathological effects (see Cranfield et al. 2003 for a suggestion as to
mechanism).

However the most likely exposures to large fields or field gra
dients arises from therapy or diagnosis. MRI produces images of
both hard and soft organs and this is useful in diagnosis and in
following the course of therapy. MRI contrast reagents are often
used and there are a number ofpotential compounds for infusion
or injection. Basically there are three ways in which a contrast
reagent may act. It may not enter or attach to cells and simply act
as an indicator of fluid-filled space eg the knee capsule. It may
attach to the outside of cells or lastly it may be taken into the
cells. Closely related to these biological differences are the routes
by which the agent reaches the target area. A wider and wider
range of effective contrast agents continue to be developed and
perhaps noteworthy amongst these are dendrimer based agents to
help image the lymph system (Kobayashi et al. 2003), putrescine
Gd-amyloid beta peptides for Alzheimer plaque detection
(Poduslo et al. 2003). .

There are advantages in using strongly magnetic
nanoparticle contrast reagents, at least in theory, because
there is a possibility that the particles can be localised in the
desired region by applying local magnetic field gradients.
There is also the possibility of producing localised hyper
thermia when an organ loaded with nanoparticles is
exposed to electromagnetic radiation. There are, however,
potential ifnot real hazards with the use of superparamag
netic nanoparticles which are discussed below.

The localizability of the particles by applying external
small fields is ofapparent value in other types oftherapy, for
instance drug delivery or hyperthermia. It has been usual to
suppose that the route or delivery would be by injection
either through a vascular route or by localised injection
into a tissue. After injection the particles would either
remain un-attached to cells and drift around the bodyfluids.
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Ifattachment was reversible particles might move from cell to cell.
The next phase would be the endocytosis of the particles into the
cells. If the cells remain alive the particles are very unlikely to re
enter the extracellular space. The final localisation of the
particles would be intracellular in many cases. Though it is clear
from in vitro and some in vivo experiments that cells can survive
the presence of such particles in moderate loadings for moderate
periods of time, little is known about this. However, data from
'epidemological' sources suggests that carbon nanoparticles par
ticles in the form ofsoot may present a risk at high exposures. On
the otherhand 'natural' garden fires produce carbon nanotubes.
Post-mortem samples should be taken from the lungs ofpeople to
discover if there is nanoparticle loading in the cells and if so
whether it is associated with disease. Magnetite or maghemite
particles may present an additional risk because the pH in the
endo-lysosomes (see Fig la) is low. This final destination is so
acidic that ferric ions may be formed which will damage many
biochemical processes. Silica coated nanoparticles may be resis
tant to this effect.

Drug delivery is another perceived use of superparamagnetic
particles. The drug would be attached to a surface coating on the
particles such as dextran, PVA, polyglycols etc by fairly standard
derivatisation chemistry. Again the application of external mag
netic fields would be used to 'capture' the particles in the desired
site. Besides the localizability of the particles the immobilisation
of a signal molecule on the particles may protect it to an extent
from degradation and the long term binding to a receptor may
lead to that receptor being activated for long periods. Thus use of
nanoparticles may prove to be a very efficient method of deliver
ing a drug to a cell. There are two possible events, the one usually
reported is the endocytosis ofthe particles after preliminary cap
ture at the surface of the cell. The other, discovered only recently
is that ifcertain coatingproteins are attached to the particle endo
cytosis is prevented. This requires that the proteins be bound by
surface receptors. This is not in itself a disadvantage in many sit
uations as a verylarge number ofdrug receptors are located at the
cell surface and since one of them can be chosen to bind the par
ticle to a surface receptor irreversibly and another can be attached
to the first to be the active drug which will attach to a nearby sec
ond receptor. The advantage of this system is that endocytosis
does not occur (see Fig 1b) and there is at least the possibility
that use of a competing soluble ligand may allow removal of the
signal.

So in terms of drug delivery magnetic nanoparticles offer the
possibilityofuse ofexternalmagnetic fields to obtain better local
isation than could be achieved with non-magnetic particles. But

-'Fig.1a:~
Transmission ele:tron I
micrograph section I
(TEM) of a cell (h-tert
human fibroblast) that
has endocytosed
uncoated magnetite
nanoparticles, Note
their location in the
phagolyzosome,
arrows indicate
phagolysosomes.
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since magnetic nanoparticles are less easily
destroyed or inactivated by cells than many
non-magentic ones there is the disadvan
tage that persistent particles maycause later
cell damage and death. The same consider
ations apply to situations where magnetic
nanoparticles are being used for generating
hyperthermiaby the application ofexternal
fields.

Cartmell et al. (2003) have suggested
that mechanical stimulation could be
applied to cells by using an external mag
netic field to apply a twisting motion to the
particles. Since mechanical stimulation is
effective in activating cells this may be a
future area for therapeutic developments.

One interesting ifrather worrying possi
bility is that exposure ofcells to nanofeatures or nanoparticles can
cause large, if perhaps only temporary, changes in gene expres
sion. This would not necessarily be linked solely to the use of
magnetic nanoparticles because the work of Dalby et al. (2003)
shows that nanofeatures on polymer surfaces can cause change
in gene expression.

Since excess particles may well be adsorbed onto the surfaces
ofcells and intercellular material it is appropriate to consider how
these adsorbed particles might affect cell behaviour.This has hard
ly been examined but some recent work (Berry and Curtis 2003)
suggests that they may act much as nanofeatured surfaces do.
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Magnetostriction and magnetoelastic c-oupling

When any magnetic solid acquires a m~netization,Munder
the application of a magnetic field, H at the same time its

crystalline (or amorphous) lattice is deformed, a phenomenon
called magnetostriction (MS from hereinafter). Therefore this is a
general effect suffered by all solid matter, once it becomes mag
netized. It therefore appears for any kind of magnetic materials:
diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, anti-ferromagnetic,
ferrimagnetic, superconductors, etc. It does not matter if the
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b) ~ Fig. 1biTEM of a cell (h-tert human
fibrobtast) exposed to lactoferrin
labelled nanoparticles after 24 hours.
The particles are on the cell surface or
close outside it) see arrows) and none
have been endocytosed. Claims have
been made in the literature that
transferrin-labelled (a related protein)
particles are endocytosed butthe
evidence for this is often based on light
microscopy which does not have
sufficient resolution to locate the
particles precisely. Arrows mark cell
surface accumulations.
Figs la and lb courtesy ofOrA.K.Gupta,
University ofGlasgow.
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solid is a metal or an insulator, what only matters is if the atoms
either acquire an induced magnetic moment or they have a per
manent one. By Hookes's law the deformation suffered is
proportional to the material size, say 1, and therefore it is conve
nient to express the deformation by the relative variation
A= MIl, called the linear MS. In a crystal Ais doubly anisotropic:
it depends on the crystallographic direction ofmeasurement and
on the direction along which the magnetization, Mis oriented by
the applied magnetic field, if. Because MS depends on the crys
talline directions of Aand M(~ and a, respectively) we have to
specifyMS as A(a, ~) (Fig. I). But also in a poly-crystalline mate
rial, formed by small crystallites more or less randomly
distributed, the MS measured along if, called the parallel MS, All is
quite different from that measured along the perpendicular direc
tion, termed the perpendicular MS, Al.. It can happen that
A.l == - ~I /2, but usually this is not the case and then the volume of
the solid changes by the amount IN / V = ~I + 2A.l, called the vol
ume MS. On the other hand, the shape (or form of the unit cell)
of the material is modified if ~I *- A.l' and a measure of this effect
is the difference At = All - A.L, called the shape MS. Both MS's
appear in crystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous solids.

The key questions are: why is this phenomenon so general,
and what is the physical mechanism of MS? We know that atoms
possess two main sources ofmagnetic moment the orbital elec
tronic motion around the nucleus, which gives rise to the orbital
angular momentum,Land the spin,S. Classically the orbital cur
rent produces a magnetic field, 13L where the spin magnetic
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